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About This Game

Heavenly Duels is a new kind of VR experience. Immerse yourself into the divine realm above mere mortals and clash in battle
with other gods.

You will be thrust right in the middle of action. The goal is to defend your base while also conquering opponent's.
Heavenly Duels currently comes with 22 different minions and spells to unlock, improve and modify. Only 8 can follow you

into battle at the same time so choose wisely.

Units
Command eager troops that inhabit both the ground and skies. They all come with unique ways of dealing damage. Learn their

attacks to heavily counter your opponent.

Spells
Turn the course of battle with powerful spells. Let the arrows rain and earth freeze!

Weapons
Join the action and deal accurate damage to even the most faraway enemies. Combine quivers and bows to come up with the

best combination for you strategy.
Those with great skill to deal final blows will be most likely victorious.

Upgrade old and unlock new
With the loot and earned fame unlock new minions and buff them to fit your preferred playstyle.
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Game modes
Duel with other players in PvP multiplayer and defeat the AIs with increasing difficulty level in singleplayer. Earn rewards from

all your feats.
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Publisher:
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heaven's gate duel masters. heavenly duels

This game is right up my alley, I really enjoy it but would love to play it with friends. Hopefully it could be cross-platform with
PSVR some day.. I highly recommend this game.

Totally different than other current VR games. You will spend around 10h just in single playermode and after you have beaten
bot's you would think that you are good but you are so wrong.. :D. This game is a real tribute to the stuff you can do with vr. The
devs have worked really hard to make use of the unique opportunites that vr presents such as interactive crafting to create and
modify units and a bow to use in the midst of battle to support these units. If nothing else you should give this game a go
becuase it represents the awesomeness that vr can be if we demonstrate to the bigger companies who have pulled out of
developing vr games just how it should be done. (And becuase it is awesome.) The only warning i will give to prospective
players, and it is something the devs themselves have highlighted on this page, is that this game is designed primarily as a pvp
and multiplayer game. The playerbase is low right now becuase it is a new game from a small company. But if people dont buy
it for this reason it will never have enough of a playerbase to attract new players. So i would suggest that you break the catch 22
and give it a go.. This is a really promising project that is already a lot of fun, and I'm sure will be even better down the road
with more fun stuff to unlock and different ways to interact with the battlefield. You can dive right in and have a good time, and
I can tell there's a lot more nuance to it than i've had time to figure out so far.
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